REFLEKT ONE PREMIUM BUNDLE (Pilot)

IMPLEMENT AND OPTIMIZE YOUR AR SOLUTIONS AT SCALE FOR CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

Create, deploy and improve your own industrial AR applications in-house
Simplify complex procedures with flexible smart instructions, integrated in your environment
Including: Six months full license access (Author and Viewer)

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET

**Phase 1**
SCOPING WORKSHOP
Understand and create AR for your business based on own goals.
+ Predict your ROI output
+ Identify required resources
+ Define issue tracking

**Phase 2**
AUTHORING SUPPORT
Learn how to create AR content: on your own or together with our experts.
+ Receive tracking support
+ “Train the Trainer” workshop

**Phase 3**
ACCEPTANCE WORKSHOP
Evaluate your AR journey, measure success and set goals for the next phase.
+ Specify improvements
+ Prepare Pilot stage

6 Months

TRANSFORM INDUSTRIAL WORKFLOWS WITH SCALABLE AR SOLUTIONS

Contact us for more information on the REFLEKT ONE Premium Bundle and how Augmented Reality can be tailored to various needs along the manufacturing process.

GET IN TOUCH

+49 (0) 89 122 045 10  re-flekt@re-flekt.com  www.re-flekt.com